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For Queen and Currency

2015-07-02

in for queen currency investigative journalist michael gillard exposes a massive fraud and security scandal at
buckingham palace which scotland yard and the royal household tried to suppress drawing on thousands of leaked
documents and police sources gillard tells the inside story of a group of royalty protection officers who entertained a
life of high risk gambling brown envelopes of cash and striking gangster poses on the throne of england while
guarding the royal family and their secrets from terrorism and press intrusion paul page a young royal protection
officer turned degenerate gambler ran a hedge fund for cops during the credit and property booms his currency club
bet millions on movement in sterling and gold and paid investors returns beyond the dreams of avarice and financial
logic as word spread to other royal palaces more protection officers and their friends piled in with savings and cheap
loans from banks many of which were running their own ponzi scam page was hiding huge gambling losses and
when the returns dried up a hit man threatened his family sending the royal cop over the edge and on the rampage
with a gun scotland yard tried to spin the scandal to divert attention from its own regulatory failures but page refused
to go quietly his sensational trial became an arena to expose the elite royalty protection squad and the private life of a
senior royal the queen is going to be mightily pissed off he warned there was an agreed understanding that what
happened at royalty stayed at royalty not any more



For Queen and Empire

1990-06

lovely delivers the warmest of glows telegraph who wouldn t love this chocolate box delight of insights and snapshots
of the queen a treasure chest good housekeeping a sparkling celebration of our much loved queen elizabeth ii
including special writings and illuminating insights around key moments in her 70 year reign introduced and edited
by joanna lumley in 2022 queen elizabeth ii celebrated seventy years as queen and head of the commonwealth she
was britain s longest reigning monarch and the very first to celebrate a platinum jubilee a queen for all seasons edited
and introduced by joanna lumley is a perceptive touching and engaging tribute to this unique woman a treasure chest
of first hand writings insights and snapshots of the queen during key moments of her reign to form a vibrant portrait
of the woman herself and the extraordinary role she played joanna lumley guides us as we meet princess elizabeth in
1952 aged just twenty five and about to become queen and in more recent times when as our matriarch the queen
kept the national ship steady through seven decades including in moments of crisis and suffering here are unique
perspectives into some of the most fascinating aspects of the queen s life her role as head of state at home and abroad
her private passions and public interests and a bird s eye look at key events that have held the nation together and the
queen in our affection throughout britain and beyond this book is a special and unique portrait of the life of queen
elizabeth ii



A Queen for All Seasons

2021-10-28

the second in jean plaidy s fantastic series the victorians on the morning of 20th june 1837 an eighteen year old girl is
called from her bed to be told that she is queen of england the victorian age has begun the young queen s first few
years are beset with court scandal and malicious gossip there is the unsavoury flora hastings affair a source of extreme
embarrassment to the queen the eternal conflict between victoria and her mother and the young queen s hatred of sir
john conroy her mother s close friend then there is the prime minister lord melbourne lord m worldly cynic and
constant companion to the queen himself a veteran of many a latter day scandal he proves to be her guiding light
until the dashing prince albert appears and she falls hopelessly in love

The Queen and I

1993

few people have lived such a fascinating life as lady pamela tina brown author of the palace papers the queen looked
so frail just this one young woman seeing her utterly alone i wondered how she d have the strength to undertake
this duty all her life lady pamela was by the side of queen elizabeth ii for some of the most important moments of her
life she served as a bridesmaid at the queen s marriage attended her coronation and accompanied the royal couple as a
lady in waiting on several overseas tours but as first cousin to the duke of edinburgh and second cousin to the queen



she spent time with them in more relaxed settings too and enjoyed the lifelong privilege of knowing them as simply
philip and lilibet my years with the queen is a celebratory and deeply personal story of the events values and
loyalties which have defined lady pamela s life as well as an unequalled portrait of the queen

For the Queen and Country

2005

in this original and vibrant examination of the life and times of queen elizabeth ii biographer and novelist a n wilson
paints a vivid portrait of lilibet the woman and of her reign he also considers the history of the monarchy drawing a
line that stretches from queen victoria to the bloody history of europe in the twentieth century examining how and
why the royal family has survived in part historical overview but with a keen eye to the future wilson writes with
his signature warmth intelligence and humour celebrating the life of the queen and her role as figurehead of britain
and the commonwealth

The Queen and Lord M

2010-12-14

elizabeth offers an enthralling journey through the life of queen elizabeth ii from the whispers of the palace where
she was born to the silence of the chapel where she rests with a unique and one of a kind cover photograph kindly



contributed by photographer mylo kaye this comprehensive biography dives deep into the complexities and nuances
of elizabeth s reign exploring the public spectacles and the private struggles of a woman destined to wear the crown
wilde intricately weaves the historical tapestry of elizabeth s era highlighting her ascension to the throne at a
tumultuous time her strategic marriages and her political manoeuvres that shaped centuries of british history this book
casts light on elizabeth s relationships with global leaders her subtle yet powerful handling of internal strife and her
undying commitment to her country elizabeth is more than a historical account it s a story of resilience and the vision
of a monarch who was both a product of her times and a timeless figure in world history

My Years with the Queen

2024-02-15

new york times bestseller this excellent all embracing the new york times biography of queen elizabeth ii is a
magisterial study of the woman known only from a distance and a captivating window into her decades long reign
from the moment of her ascension to the throne in 1952 at the age of twenty five queen elizabeth ii was the object of
unparalleled scrutiny but through the fog of glamour and gossip how well did we really know the world s most
famous monarch drawing on numerous interviews and never before revealed documents acclaimed biographer sally
bedell smith pulls back the curtain to show in intimate detail the public and private lives of queen elizabeth ii who
led her country and commonwealth through the wars and upheavals of the last twentieth and twenty first centuries
with unparalleled composure intelligence and grace in elizabeth the queen we meet the young girl who suddenly
becomes heiress presumptive when her uncle abdicates the throne we meet the thirteen year old lilibet as she falls in



love with a young navy cadet named philip and becomes determined to marry him even though her parents prefer
wealthier english aristocrats we see the teenage lilibet repairing army trucks during world war ii and standing with
winston churchill on the balcony of buckingham palace on v e day we see the young queen struggling to balance the
demands of her job with her role as the mother of two young children sally bedell smith brings us inside the palace
doors and into the queen s daily routines the red boxes of documents she reviewed each day the weekly meetings she
had with twelve prime ministers her physically demanding tours abroad and the constant scrutiny of the press as
well as her personal relationships with her husband prince philip the love of her life her children and their often
disastrous marriages her grandchildren and friends

A Full Explanation of the Law respecting Prayers for the Queen and the
Royal Family

1821

packed with stunning revelations this is the inside story of the queen mother from the new york times bestselling
author who first revealed the truth about princess diana queen elizabeth the queen mother has been called the most
successful queen since cleopatra her personality was so captivating that even her arch enemy wallis simpson wrote
about her legendary charm portrayed as a selfless partner to the king in the oscar winning movie the king s speech
the queen mother is most often remembered from her later years as the smiling granny with the pastel hats when
she died in 2002 just short of her 102nd birthday she was praised for a long life well lived but there was another side



to her story for the first time lady colin campbell shows us that the untold life of the queen mother is far more
fascinating and moving than the official version that has been peddled ever since she became royal in 1923 with
unparalleled sources including members of the royal family aristocrats and friends and relatives of elizabeth herself
this mesmerizing account takes us inside the real and sometimes astonishing world of the royal family

The Queen

2016-06-02

ever since her first visit to the united states in october 1957 to celebrate the 350th anniversary of the founding of
jamestown the first permanent english settlement in the new world the popularity of the queen elizabeth ii has
demonstrated how britain s heritage has taken roots in america embedded in the great republic are the shared
traditions of respect for the law democracy and free enterprise the values continue as the bedrock of the relationship
between great britain and the usa and will be celebrated in this platinum jubilee year on both sides of the atlantic this
book offers a pictorial celebration of the relationship between queen elizabeth ii and her american friends she has been
photographed with 14 presidents of the united states and has visited all across america the tributes offered in this book
begin with a foreword by chief justice sandra day o connor



Elizabeth

2024-04-01

this story my children is the continuation of a a fairy story also known as the fairy chronicles once again the story i
tell you is based on ancient truths from a time when the world i created was filled with joy and love and peace and
happiness after love and peace had returned to my fairy and human children after that horrible horrible day i told
you about in the first story all was well then another terrible terrible time fell upon the world i created for all my
children the story begins with a very troubled human queen queen lovely lilly and the most terrible events that
happened to the wonderful world after she feel ill now i wonder with a heavy heart what will become of my fairy
and human children as a result of this wickedness that caused these terrible terrible events

Elizabeth the Queen

2012-01-10

in 1953 the queen ruled over a country still recovering from the turmoil of world war ii the royal family kept its
private life private how it has all changed since then why has it changed asks author nigel nicolson is it a change for
the good and should we continue to have a royal family



The Queen Mother

2012-04-24

a delightful insight into an eclectic life the daily telegraph very funny and astute a loathly feast for royal watchers
hilary mantel new statesman books of the year 2018 a complete delight conjuring up with a few sharp strokes of the
pen a mad exotic species from a world gone by craig brown mail on sunday gloriously indiscreet the best royal book
ever harry mount financial times when james pope hennessy began his work on queen mary s official biography it
opened the door to meetings with royalty court members and retainers around europe the series of candid
observations secrets and indiscretions contained in his notes were to be kept private for 50 years now published in full
for the first time and edited by the highly admired royal biographer hugo vickers this is a riveting often hilarious
portrait of the eccentric aristocracy of a bygone age giving much greater insight into queen mary than the official
version and including sharply observed encounters with among others the duke and duchess of windsor the duke of
gloucester and a young queen elizabeth the quest for queen mary is set to be a classic of royal publishing

The Queen and I

2015-01-06

a gentleman player his adventures on a secret mission for queen elizabeth by robert neilson stephens published by
good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary



fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be
read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and
devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

The Queen and the U.S.A.

2022-04

her royal highness queen elizabeth ii has reigned for 64 years longer than any british monarch in history during that
time the queen has endured the ups and downs that long life will bring she was a beacon of hope during and after the
second world war in difficult times when the world faced a precarious future and she has served as a role model for
generations of men and women who continue to be in awe of her commitment to service sacrifice and the
commonwealth of nations over which she rules the abdication of her uncle edward viii in 1936 turned her family s
world upside down when her father was crowned king george vi elizabeth was thrust into the eye of the storm as a
future queen a shy and reserved child she grew into a wise and insightful monarch who has dealt ably with nine
british prime ministers during her long reign from winston churchill to theresa may it was of course not always
straightforward and the queen has found herself in hot water several times most notably during the marriage of
prince charles and diana princess of wales when diana was tragically killed in a car crash the standing of the royal
family was probably at its lowest ebb it is unlikely that we will ever see a monarch reign so long or so effectively
again holding together a disparate group of nations each with its own aspirations customs and traditions catherine ryan
has written an intriguing biography of one of the most famous women of modern times who at 91 years old still



seems fit and healthy and looks very unlikely to hand over the reins to her successors any time soon

A Message for Queen Lovely Lilly

2018-06-05

queen vashti s name has been tarnished not only by her accusers but for generations to come by the accusations and
stigmatization that yet linger in the minds of her readers a very important factor has been overlooked in regards to
queen vashti today i challenge every reader to ask themselves since when does a queen wear her royal crown to a
wild party this is paramount information that has been neglected this book gives a different perspective in viewing
her actions is queen vashti the overlooked queen who is also a champion no one asked the queen her reason for not
attending the royal banquet her husband did not speak with her therefore i ask that each one read the story with an
open mind and review the facts that are presented in this book is she a champion trailblazer or villain should queen
vashti s memory continue to be tarnished is she a catalyst innovator a mover and shaker who refused to allow herself
to be diminished as her man downplayed the royal crown that represented power and authority in her face while
saying he was trying to showcase her beauty by any chance could it have been that she saw through the king s
insecure tactics and decided that this day in history would be the day that would be edged into the pages of historians
that she stood up and rose to the occasion for females present and for generations to come is queen vashti a woman
who stepped out of the box to get some fresh air to liberate other women to know this is how to do it regardless if one
is at the top has queen vashti s name been used as a scapegoat to take the focus off of men wrongful doings did she
contribute to the king s thinking twice before neglecting or mistreating queen esther is queen vashti an overlooked



warrior and liberator who deserve a standing ovation are there two heroes in the story oppose to one is it now time
for queen vashti s name to become an honorable name among other great iconic women for refusing to allow anyone
to dishonor their position or name is it time to honor queen vashti for being a woman who would not present to the
king wearing her royal crown at an unsuitable event is queen vashti a woman who could have experienced a life
changing defining moment whereby she was willing to risk it all for what she believed you decide is queen vashti a
hero champion or should her name continue to be vilified and dragged through the mud as a street thug

The Queen and Us

2003

a scary portrait of put upon servants and potty aristos this is arguably the most riotously funny volume published this
year max hastings sunday times one of the funniest most eccentric books of the year craig brown mail on sunday
when james pope hennessy began his work on queen mary s official biography it opened the door to meetings with
royalty court members and retainers around europe the series of candid observations secrets and indiscretions
contained in his notes were to be kept private for 50 years now published in full for the first time and edited by the
highly admired royal biographer hugo vickers this is a riveting often hilarious portrait of the eccentric aristocracy of a
bygone age giving much greater insight into queen mary than the official version and including sharply observed
encounters with among others the duke and duchess of windsor the duke of gloucester and a young queen elizabeth
the quest for queen mary is set to be a classic of royal publishing



The Quest for Queen Mary

2018-09-20

a captivating biography about queen victoria 1819 1901 one of england s most fascinating royals her long reign was
filled with drama death intrigue and passion and took place during a time of great transformation an era that bears her
name the victorian period full color 8 x 10

A Gentleman Player; His Adventures on a Secret Mission for Queen Elizabeth

2019-11-20

leap of faith it was late morning the birds were singing and all but a few were still asleep the colony had worked as
hard as they played and the late night fun had taken its toll on everyone the events of the day before were a huge
success with games and pageantry along a few surprises thrown in digger luna and cocoa had slept outside near the
ponds and were joined by amy austin ricky and chord who were the first of early risers the cricket was very
impressed by the ants they were everything the rabbit had said they were he was intrigued by their creative nature
and fascinated with their determination id never been to a party like yours until last night i played so hard and had so
much fun my legs are a little sore this morning chord admitted weve never had a party like that before but i know
what you mean with all the running and dancing my legs are tired too ricky replied i may be the only one whos not
exhausted i guess its because i didnt have a dance partner but my throat is a little dry from all my whistling the rabbit



shared digger told me you guys are looking for your queen chord said we were but weve got one now amy teased
what do you need a queen for youve already got everything you could possibly want this might sound strange to you
but its the queen who needs us austin answered nothing is strange to me anymore not after yesterday i hadnt
considered the queen needing you but i see your point we have a lot of knowledge to share which would improve
her colonies quality of life and possibly insure their survival every colony should have a queen and its the one thing
we dont have austin explained ive seen ants along the creek and near the woods several times but i dont know
where they come from chord admitted theyve crossed the meadow through my mushroom patch too i think the
colony is somewhere along the fence line digger added i appreciate all the information we havent decided when well
resume our search but im sure it will be in the very near future austin shared the friends departed for home a short
time later before everyone else woke up life in the colony had changed forever the city was as complete as it could be
and the timetable of future projects was virtually nonexistent they were proud of all they had accomplished in such a
short time but now the challenge was missing for some of the educated ants it wasnt that they were unhappy for life
had been good but their desire had always been to find their queen having time on their hands gave them more
thoughts about reaching that goal they knew they had to resume their quest for a queen they could feel the desire in
their heart and soon it would be time to leave again the original nine ants met with adam and james in a private
meeting away from the colony it was their quest and they couldnt expect the rest of the colony to participate since
they hadnt missed having a queen and done quite well this was personal and dear to their hearts james would have to
run the colony in their absence agnes was adamant about staying behind she had experienced enough excitement for
a lifetime just in reaching the barn and had no desire for the drama of a quest she had everything she needed and
wanted nothing more louise was still fulfilling her dream as a seamstress and there was definitely a need for her
services she wanted to go but her heart was in her work christian wanted to stay where the food was he didnt want



to worry about his next meal besides he couldnt think when he was hungry adam on the other hand wanted to go
hed never been on a real adventure before and wanted to live it for himself rather than hear the stories told through
someone else he begged his dad to let him go and james agreed knowing

The Queen

2018-01-16

the passing of the great queen a tribute to the noble life of victoria regina by marie corelli published by good press
good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and
non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each
good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal
is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Queen Vashti

2012-11

from the new york times bestselling author of the last wife of henry viii comes a novel about the bitter rivalry
between queen elizabeth i and her fascinating cousin lettice knollys for the love of one extraordinary man powerful
dramatic and full of the rich history that has made carolly erickson s novels perennial bestsellers this is the story of the



only woman to ever stand up to the virgin queen her own cousin lettie knollys far more attractive than the queen
lettie soon won the attention of the handsome and ambitious robert dudley earl of leicester a man so enamored of the
queen and determined to share her throne that it was rumored he had murdered his own wife in order to become
her royal consort the enigmatic elizabeth allowed dudley into her heart and relied on his devoted service but shied
away from the personal and political risks of marriage when elizabeth discovered that he had married her cousin lettie
in secret lettie would pay a terrible price fighting to keep her husband s love and ultimately losing her beloved son
the earl of essex to the queen s headsman this is the unforgettable story of two women related by blood yet destined
to clash over one of tudor england s most charismatic men

The Quest for Queen Mary

2019-09-17

queen elizabeth ii s life has been scrutinized since her uncle edward viii renounced the throne and her father was
crowned king george vi in 1937 as the first monarch to allow television crews into the royal home the only head of
state remaining to have served in uniform during the second world war and the longest serving monarch in british
history the queen is beloved throughout the world queen elizabeth ii has become an unlikely source of feminist pride
and remains a pillar of unity this book features an intimate gaze into the life of british royalty and how the windsors
have come to challenge tradition



Victoria

2017

excerpt from life of her most gracious majesty the queen vol 2 of 2 the next day the royal party visited stamford town
from which the mayor afterwards sent prince albert the gift of a pair of wellington boots as a sample of the trade of
the place the drive extended to the ruins of another manor house which lady bloomfield heard was built by the cecils
for a temporary resort when their house of burghley was swept the queen and the prince planted an oak and a lime
not far from queen elizabeth s lime the festivities ended with a great dinner and ball at which the queen did not
dance most of the company passed before her chair of state on the dais as they do at a drawing room about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

The Queen and Lord M

2011



the author follows the royal family closely for a year and reports on the present relevancy of the monarchy

Anthology 3 Quest for a Queen

2013-04-15

ansa has always been a fighter as a child she fought the invaders who murdered her parents and snatched her as a raid
prize she fought for her status as a warrior in her tribe but the day the krigere cross the great lake and threaten the
witch queen of the kupari everything changes

The Queen

1984

it seems to me that the life of queen victoria cannot well be told without a prefacing sketch of her cousin the princess
charlotte who had she lived would have been her queen and who was in many respects her prototype it is certain i
think that charlotte augusta of wales that lovely miracle flower of a loveless marriage blooming into a noble and
gracious womanhood amid the petty strifes and disgraceful intrigues of a corrupt court by her virtues and graces by
her high spirit and frank and fearless character prepared the way in the loyal hearts of the british people for the fair
young kinswoman who twenty one years after her own sad death reigned in her stead through all the bright life of
the princess charlotte from her beautiful childhood to her no less beautiful maturity the english people had regarded



her proudly and lovingly as their sovereign who was to be they had patience with the melancholy madness of the
poor old king her grandfather and with the scandalous irregularities of the prince regent her father in looking
forward to happier and better things under a good woman s reign and after all those fair hopes had been coffined with
her and buried in darkness and silence their hearts naturally turned to the royal little girl who might possibly fill the
place left so drearily vacant england had always been happy and prosperous under queens and a queen please god
they would yet have

The passing of the great Queen: A tribute to the noble life of Victoria Regina

2023-07-10

the complete six tudor queens short story collection by acclaimed historian and sunday times bestselling author alison
weir this brilliant series has brought henry viii s six wives to life as never before tracy borman detailed immaculately
researched and convincing the times lingers long after the last page is turned elizabeth fremantle behind every great
king stands a queen and behind every queen the whole court watches on over the years of his reign six different
women took their place beside king henry viii of england as his wife and queen but the real stories of the six tudor
queens belong to those who lived among them played out in glittering palaces and whispering courts these are tales of
the people who loved and served these women and those who lied and betrayed them collected together for the first
time in the shadow of queens reveals thirteen startling stories from the tudor court told by those at the very heart of
that world alison weir groundbreaking truth breathtaking fiction praise for the six tudor queens series weir is
excellent on the little details that bring a world to life guardian a tour de force susan ronald alison weir makes history



come alive as no one else barbara erskine well researched and engrossing good housekeeping hugely enjoyable alison
weir knows her subject and has a knack for the telling and textural detail daily mail

Rival to the Queen

2011-08-02

julia gelardi s born to rule is an historical tour de force that weaves together the powerful and moving stories of the
five royal granddaughters of queen victoria these five women were all married to reigning european monarchs
during the early part of the 20th century and it was their reaction to the first world war that shaped the fate of a
continent and the future of the modern world here are the stories of alexandra whose enduring love story
controversial faith in rasputin and tragic end have become the stuff of legend marie the flamboyant and eccentric
queen who battled her way through a life of intrigues and was also the mother of two balkan queens and of the
scandalous carol ii of romania victoria eugenie spain s very english queen who like alexandra introduced hemophilia
into her husband s family with devastating consequences for her marriage maud king edward vii s daughter who was
independent norway s reluctant queen and sophie kaiser wilhelm ii s much maligned sister daughter of an emperor
and herself the mother of no less than three kings and a queen who ended her days in bitter exile born to rule evokes
a world of luxury wealth and power in a bygone era while also recounting the ordeals suffered by a unique group of
royal women who at times faced poverty exile and death praised in their lifetimes for their legendary beauty many
of these women were also lauded and reviled for their political influence using never before published letters
memoirs diplomatic documents secondary sources and interviews with descendents of the subjects julia gelardi s born



to rule is an astonishing and memorable work of popular history

Queen Elizabeth II: Monarch

2016-12-15

publication information from amazon com

The Queen

1901

using fire and ice magic elli and ansa must bring their people together to fight a common enemy in this epic
conclusion to the impostor queen trilogy which is a perfect fit for fans of victoria aveyard s red queen school library
journal now that ansa knows she is the destined queen of kupari she is desperate to find a permanent home for her
people in the kupari lands but as the small band of warriors crosses into the foreign territory ansa loses her fragile grip
on her newly acquired and violent magic and puts everyone including her love thyra in danger inside the walls of
kupari elli maintains the facade that she is the magical queen with her secret that she has no magic at all on the brink
of exposure every day but as she tries to prepare the citizens to protect themselves from another invasion unrest
spreads as wielders like her beloved oskar begin to lose control of their powers as kupari grows increasingly unstable
with the land literally crumbling beneath their feet and a common enemy once again threatening everything these



two young women on a collision course with destiny must find a way to save the realm and their people from total
destruction in this epic conclusion to the impostor queen series sarah fine s sweeping tale of two fierce leaders imbued
with unimaginable power and called to unthinkable sacrifice finally answers the question who has the strength to be
the true queen

Life of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, Vol. 2 of 2 (Classic Reprint)

2016-12-21

this book charts the sometimes touching and often fraught association between two powerful women from the
moment diana stepped over the queen s threshold at balmoral as a weekend guest in the 1980s to her death in 1997
and shows how the monarchy was affected by the tragedy

The Queen's Year

1970

queen elizabeth ii was crowned in 1953 following the death of her father king george vi the year before this book
celebrates her 50 years of reign and is written with the special insight of its author ronald allison who joined the royal
household after some years as the bbc s court correspondent and worked for the queen as her press secretary for five
years



The Cursed Queen

2017-01-03

the queen and her family are deposed by a new republican government and allocated housing on a leicester council
estate the queen s husband takes his redundancy badly her beautiful daughter in law copes bravely with the problems
of bringing up two young lads alone in difficult circumstances while her sister reaches an understanding with
criminal elements on the estate the royal family come to terms with their new situation in a series of hilarious scenes
as sue townsend s satire based on her best selling novel explores the broken promises of the welfare state

Queen Victoria Her Girlhood and Womanhood

2006-07-01

In the Shadow of Queens

2021-09-30



Born to Rule

2007-04-01

The Queen and the Cure

2017-05

The True Queen

2018-01-02

The Queen and Di

2000



The Queen

2001

The Queen and I

1994
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